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SUMHARY
The next generation of Naval sonar systems will make extens ive
use of flexible programable modules to implement signal-processing
algorithms. A number of UK Defence Establishments are engaged in a series
of coordinated hardware and software developments which will provide basic
modules for a wide range of multi-processor applications. These developments include an advanced bus for tightly-coupled computer systems, a
general-purpose 2-card computer module (the Hilitary ARGUS), ru1d serial
digital links for loosely-coupled processors, together with a new standard
military equipment build practice based on the double EUROCARD. Software
support includes a CORAL compiler and versions of the MASCOT modular software construction system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

For over three years a nwnber of UK Defence Establishments have ~oopera~ed
in the development of a series of basic hardware and software mod~les,
which will playa major role in the design of the next generation of ~raval
Systems such as sonars. Many items which have previously been jevelcpe~
separately for each project, are now being developed in a quite general
way prior to the start of these projects.
In particular, the next generation of UK Naval Sonar Systems will have the
following features:a.

Both large and small sonar systems will be implemented using
programable modules taken from a small number of different types
(about 50 card-types in total).

b.

They will use the same standard construction practice for all units,
based on the commercial douole EUROCARD made to military specifications.

c.

A 2-card military computer has been d.eveloped based on the commercial
ft~GUS range of machines.
This will be used extensively as the main
system computer.
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d.

A new bus ha.s been speciaJ.ly developed (the MODBUS) for the closecoupled operation of many compu ters etc.

e.

Extensive use will be made of serial digital links for sub-system
interconnection (eg MIL STD 1553B, or the AS\{E multi-drop serial
highway) •

f.

All software 'vlill be \vritten where poss ible in CORAL 66, which is
the UK standard lan guage for military applications.

g.

A methodolo CY for soft ware production, operation, and testirlg
called MASCO'f will be us ed , which enforces a modular structure on
programs.

2.

PROGRAMADLE MODULES IMPLEMENT NEXT-GENERATION SONAHS

Design studies for the next generation of large sonar systems, are showing
that it will be possible to implement them using a relatively small number
of basic module-types. Whilst it would obviously be attractive to perform
all the functions within general purpose computers, the technology now
available leads us to design modules which can be thought of as computers
sp ecially tailored to particular application areas. A companion paper by
T Curtis shows an example wherein a very wide range of beamformers can be
implemented using what amounts to an array processor which pro~uces
weighted sums of space-time sample elements. Other eXeJTIples of specialised
computers are in signal processing, display picture-generators, etc. The
main point to be made is that a single module can often be designed which
can be programmed to perform any task within its area.
Current estimates suggest t~~t perhaps 90% or more of the next generation
sonars can be implemented using about 50 double EUROCARD card-typ es .
This is some two orders of magnitude less than the number of card-types
employed in current sonars of similar Slze.
.
One extremely important aspect which has yet to be demonstrated, is that
we are not exchanging a hardware problem for a software dilemma. ;. v'hilst
it is true that transforming a problem is not the same as solving it,
there seems to be every indication that the programming and control
aspects of these flexible modules are particularly simple. The general
patt ern seems to be one of a set -and-forget opera1:ion in ....ihich a block of
control parameters are loaded into the module at relatively infrequent
intervals, which correspond to a change in sonar configuration.

3.

STANDARD

HARD~tjARE

CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE

A later section will describe the adoption of a 2-card version of the
ARGUS computer for UK Naval applications, in both surface and submarine
fleets. In formulating proposals to use the same embedded computer, it
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quickly became apparent that this 2-card computer could not be specified
'<Ji thout also specifying the equipment construction practice ie one cannot
divorce a car·J specification from its powering, cooling, interconnection,
and housing specificat ions. Furthermore, the widespread .use of these
computer cards within both surface and submarine systems, implied a
common equipment practice being adopted by both branches of the
Royal Navy. Whilst the logistic advantages of this proposal hardly need
to be stressed, it has proved difficult in the past to ensure that even
one contractor uses the same equipment practice on consecutive projects someho\'J they always want to begin every project by designing a new power
supply!
In the event it has proved possible to set up a joint cont ract with three
major contractors spanning the surface and underwater fields, to have
them share the deve lopment of a new Military equipment practice which all
three \'Jill be prepared to use. Since this development is funded by
liM Government~ it will be made available to other companies, and also to
the commercial ma rket, perhaps by 1982.
Many existing equipment practices such as SEMS,ATR, CAM.h.C, etc were
examined. In the end it was decided to base the practice on the 19 inch
rack standard, and on .the single and double EUROCARDS (100 x 160mm and
233.4 x 160mm) YJhich enjoy wide commercial use. The basic unit is to be
one shelf , each shelf containing its O\Vl1 power, cooling, and interconnection arrangements. In effe ct multiple height "cabinets" can be
constructed by stacking the required number of shelves one on the other.
Both air-blo~ and conduction cooled versions are being developed.

4.

THE 2-CARD MILITARY ARGUS COMPUTER

A decis.ion was . made to develop a 2-card military processor of equivalent
power to the (then) standard Naval computer, the FH1600B. This decision
to develop a computer-module of equivalent power but greatly reduced
size, rather than to exploit the technology advances to produce a much
more powerful computer of the 'same size, reflects the consensus of
opinion in favour of distributing intelligence (and software) over the
SUb-systems rather than centralising same in a small number of powerful
computers.
The int ention is to use the 2-cardprocessor for all the major computing
tas~s and, because of its cheapness, to use it also for many mundane
hardware-replacement applications.
Furthermore, since hardware development costs are now dwarfed by those
of developing software items such as compilers, editors, program
preparation systems etc, it was decided to base the military processor
on a successful range of commercial computers which already have good
software suppcrt. With the further decision to limit the choice to ~
UK 16 bit machine, the Ferranti ARGUS 700 computer range was found to
have an architecture best suited to the requirement.
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The Military ARGUS 700M processor consists of 2 double EUROCARDS, with an
optional 3rd card to provide up to 32K words of private store. It can be
thought of as a self-contained processor which uses the MOD BUS (see below
essentially as a communication bus - in this respect it differs from the
pdp11 UNIBUS which is really the heart of the simpler versions of the
pdp11 processor . When working with its private store, the ARGUS does not
use the HODBUS, yet it is free to work with store on the latter, perhaps
sharing it with other ARGUS processors also connected to the same MODBUS.
The ARGUS instruction set has been designed specially to support the
CORAL 66 language, this being its natural mode of use rather than some
lower level assembly code. It includes floating point, double-precision,
and byte modes of working, with typical integer ADD of < 2 /1 sec, and
16 bit multiply/divide of < 10 /1 sec, depending on the st ore option. One
feature of particular importance for applications employing numbers of
embedded computers,is the extensive range of microcode implemented
program - loading and start options available when the power is switched
on. Another feature is the processor monitoring facilities also
implemented by microcode. Any ARGUS processor can be stopped by plugging
a small lead directly into its front-panel and interrogating it directly
using a teletype or a VDU.
The ARGUS processor is constructed using 2901 four-bit slice microcircuit chips, together with many PROM and FPLA devices. An entirely
novel development technique was used wherein a hybrid simulation of the
entire processor down to the gate level was rilll on a host computer.
The entire design was verified by running the diagnostics of the target
(ARGUS) machine on the simulation prior to its construction. Since the
paper tapes for programming the PROM and FPLA devices used extensively
in the ARGUS design are generated automatically from this simulation,
in a wierd way the actual constrUction of the more complex parts of new
machine has therefore been reduced to an interactive software task.

5.

TEE MOD BUS

Since there exist literally dozens of buses (eg the pdp11 UNIBUS etc), it
was not without careful consideration that the decision was taken to spend
a ' considerable amount of money and effort to develop an entirely new bus the MODBUS. It is important to grasp that the MODBUS is primarily a
communication bus for processor/processor, processor/peripheral, and
peripheral/peripheral applications. Thus for example it is better to
adopt a minimum-wire design (28 lines) at the expense of speed, since it
is extremely important that a communication bus should not "strangle" a
peripheral card by using up too many ,o f its edge-connector pins. This
is particularly important in the case of bus-"link cards, where two buses
have to enter a single card.
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Special microcircuit devices have been developed, such that a set of
three /+0 pin devices per card can perform the entire interfacing, handshaking, control etc to the MODBUS, and provide the user with a wide
range of facilities and operatin g modes. A comparison with the LSI11
Q-BUS interfacing arrangements has shown this 3-device set to occupy
l ess board area than the combination of the Q-bus drivers and the
supporting address recognition logic etc, yet the MODBUS set provides many
more services for the user. 1'he BUS is fully handshaken I the aim being
to achieve as far as possible assynchronous technology-independent
operation. BUS integrity is enhanced by each sender chip-set also reading the states of the BUS lines, and comparing same with the states it
is asserting, with error flagging as appropriate. The chip-set design
is iterative so that wider buses can be constructed by adding one extr&
LID pin chip per 8 lines.
The MODBUS can be thought of as "belonging" to the Arbiter, whose job
:i.t is to allocate the use of the bus among the competing processors,
peripherals, etc on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Each cycle takes about one
f.1 second, with fully overlapped allocation and use operations.
Address
and data words are multiplexed over the same wires to minimise the
number of bus lines (28 lines).

READ AND ~~ITE CYCLES:
Read, Write, and Read - modify - Write cycles
are supported, with 256K address range and 16 bit data words. Eight-bit
byte addressing is also supported.

PSEUDO ADDRESS SPACE:
A Pseudo address space of 256K is provided to
enable peripherals to be controlled without encroaching on the dataspace. It is also used for Interrupt transactions.

INTERRUPT CYCLES:
Sim~ peripherals can flag the Bus Arbiter to
generate processor Interrupts for them. More intelligent peripherals,
or processors themselves, can interrupt other processors by requesting
bus use and directly sending Vector cycles over the Bus as appropriate.

VECTOR CYCLES:
This is a simple cycle consisting of an address (usually
in Psuedo address space) and no data ie the address is the message. To
allow say 16 different interrupts to a processor, 16 different addresses
in Pseudo space are allocated to the processor, with a Vector cycle to
any of those addresses producing the desired interrupt. This arrangement
results in rather a detailed though immensely valuable design feature to
do with using the bus-interface chip sets. In essence, it allows the
master and slave operations, to and from the user side of the chip-set, to
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pass through separate assynchronous ports; all the Master Read and vJrite
operations are confinedto the data port of the chip-set, whereas the
slave interrupt Vector cycles coming assynchronously into thE: processol'
use only the address output port from the chip-set.

BUS CYCLE DE-ALLOCATE:
A feature of MODBUS operation is that 2 or more
MODBUSES, each operating assynchronously with its own Arbiter, can be
linked or chained together. Should say a processor on Bus A generate a
Read cycle which addreRs es a peripheral on Bus B, the A/B linker card will
recognise the address and request a cycle on BUS B. Once granted, the
A/B cycle will proceed with the required Read data being passed back to
the processor through the linker. Similarly, a device on Bus B' can
address any device on Bus A. Since both buses ar.e assynchronous, an
obvious problem exists when simultaneous requests in both directions
crash head-on in the A/B Bus linker. 2:'he HODBUS ' includes hardware
facilities to resolve this problem in a manner entirely transparent to
the users and their software. Clearly either the A or the B bus cycle
will have to be aborted. The linker has to be preset as to which BUS
has priority (say the A Bus), and it asks the BBus Arbiter to De-·allocate
its current cycle and allocate the B Bus to the linker. The B BUS
Arbiter signals the device on the B Bus to discontinue its ,cycle, and
the A/B cycle proceeds. The B Bus Arbiter then re-allocates a new cycle
to the suspended device and the BIll. cycle proceeds. The key point to
note is that all of these transactions take place within the device
chip-sets, with the user-side being unaware that anything untoward is
happening. The above sequence can be further generalised through 3 or
more chain-linked buses.
The MODBUS has been developed by Ferranti Computer Systems Ltd under
contract to ID1 Goverllment. All r~ghts to the MODBUS are owned by
ID1 Government, who wish to encourage the widest possible use of this
standard in both Military and Commercial applications. A full specification is currently available for the MODBUS1.

6.

SERIAL DIGITAL LINKS

There are two serial digital links currently being adopted as standards
for use with the MODBUS. The MILSTD 1553B has the attraction of being
a very well defined and widely used standard, with a number of microcircuit manufacturers producing special interface chip~sets. Currently
its drawbacks are that its terminal/system interface is not defined, and
that it cannot efficiently work in a high-integrity broadcast mode.
Its payload " is approximately 2/3 Megabit per second.
Wells and Stainsby of the Admiralty Surface It/eapons Establishment,
Portsdo\\IIl, UK2 , have designed a high-integrity broadcast serial link of
approximately twice the payload of the 1553B link. Although its system
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interface is well defined, its hardware aspects are not as well
established as the other, and it has not yet been widely adopted as a
standard. Interfaces have beerl produced to a number of different com}Juters
and run as a loosely coupled network.

7.

MODULAR SOF'l'\.JARE US ING MASCOT

MASCO'l.3 (~odular !pproach to §.oftware Qonstruction, ,£Peration and Testing)
is a methodology which aims to cover all phases of software development
for real-time applications. It enables a System DeGign er to describe a
complex software task by drawing up a network diagram using only 3
enti ties - ACTIVITIES, CHANNELS and POOLS.

ACTIVITY:
A separate software process which operates independently and
assynchronously with all the other ACTIVITIES which make up the software
system. ACTIVITIES are deemed to be single threads which run i;l parallel
with one another. All interconnections between ACTIVITIES are through
very precisely defined ports called CHANNELS or POOLS.

CHANNEL: This is a uni-directional data-transmission buffer which r~s
separate inpvt and output ports. Any number of ACTIVITIES can be attached
to the input port for inserting messages into the CHANNEL. Usually only
one ACrIVITY is attached to the output port to receive these messages,
although in principle more than .one ACTIVITY can be so attached. Before
using a CHANNEL, an ACTIVITY must claim ownership to say its input port
for its exclusive use, via a simple semaphore arrangement. Should this
input port already be busy, the claiming ACTIVITY is automatically
suspended and placed on a Control Queue associated with . the CHANNEL. When
eventually the owning ACTIVITY releases the port, the ACTIVITY ~t the
head of its Control Queue (if any) is automatically given ownership of
that CHAJTNEL port, and re-started from where it was suspended.

POOL:
This is similar to a CHANNEL, excepting that it stores permanent
or semi-permanent information whereas the CHANNEL contains only information in transit.
Once the System Designer has expressed his entire software development as
a network of ACTIVITI?S interconnected by the appropriate CHANNELS and
POOLS, he then goes onto sp ecify each ACTIVITY as a separate task to be
written by one of his team of programmers. However, not only does he
write all of the CHANNEL and POOL software himself (or extract same from
a standard library), but he a l so supplies to each ACTIVITY - writer the
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actual code used to r 03.d/llri te messages from/to the CHANNELS and POOLS.
Thus all the ACTIVITY interconnections are not only forced. to be open and
explici t, but the actual code to implement these interconnectioYls is a ll
produced by the one person - the System Designer. Furthermore, since all
of the sys tem synchronisation semaphore operations are contained within
these centrally produced "Access Procedures" , the writ ers of the
individual AC'l'IVI'.rIES are not concerned with such details - they merely
call for input messages, and deliver their output messages using the
Access Procedures given to them, and are not aware that their ACTIVITIES·
are periodically suspended and re-started as required by the overall
system operation. In this way it is seen that the MASCOT network is
"data-packet" driven rather than say clo'ck-interrupt driven.
MASCOT provides a small supervisor or "Kernel" to mana.ge the scheduling
of the current ACTIVITIES on a time-sharing basis, and to manage the
semaphore synchronisation etc.
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DISCUSSION
CAPT C.M. Rigsbee It is refreshing to hear your comments
regarding the need for software (S/W) standards and hardware (H/W) standards. We have similar goals resulting
from our experience in contractor proposals for many
different forms of H/W and S/W. The need for both H/W
and S/W standards is fully recognized but difficult thus
far to implement. I'll have more to say tomorrow on this.
D. Nairn The U.K. uses GEM but finds them to be t oo
expensive due to the very tight specifications. The GEM
approach was designed in the U.S. to enable selec t ion of
low-bidders, but is too expensive for U.K. We fa vour the
Euro-card approach to allow standards to be applied but
competition to exist.
CAPT C.M. Rigsbee Concur - GEM has too high an
in weight and cost for many air applications.

"ov~rhead"

J.W.R. Griffiths Would the author like to comment as to
why, although CORAL is an accepted language for real-time
systems in the U.K. and is supported by RSRE, it has not
been used, as far as I am aware, outside U.K.
D. Nairn Main advantages of CORAL is that it is a widely
used standard in U.K. ·MOD applications. It is not held
to be specially good and is now rather dated. The general
feeling is that CORAL 66 will continue to be adequate until
the mid 80's, when the DOD ADA language seems likely to
take over.
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